
 

SAFE PLAY Guidelines d/l/u 15 June 2020 

1. DO NOT COME TO ANY GAME IF YOU FEEL SICK OR HAVE ANY KIND OF FEVER. 
Players encouraged do a health assessment at home prior to leaving for the game. 
 

2. Players will sit outside the dugouts in bleachers or grassy areas maintaining social 
distancing of 10' while their team is batting. The on-deck batter can still be in the on-deck 
circle and the in-the-hole batter can be in the dugout. More may be allowed in the dugout 
if effective social distancing can be maintained. 
 

3. Fans are discouraged at games, and players are requested to minimize invitations to 
friends, family, etc.  Any fans in attendance will/may count to the person maximum 
allowed at the field. 
 

4. Teams supply their own balls when in the field to reduce the risk of cross-team 
transmission and are wiped down between innings when not in use. 
 

5. Masks are required for the Batter. Batter may remove mask upon reaching base.  Masks 
are encouraged for all position players, but not required.  All position coaches must wear 
a mask.   
 

6. Upon reaching first base, the batter is required to maintain his mask on in order to 
protect himself and the first baseman.  Upon advancing to any other base, the batter 
may remove the mask. Holding runners and leads are permitted.  Excessive chit-chat at 
first base is strongly discouraged.   
 

7. The plate umpire will work from behind the mound to prevent the proximity with the 
catcher and batter. 
 

8. Players should avoid sharing equipment to the greatest extent possible. This means 
bats, helmets, and gloves. 
 

9. Mound visits, or any on field strategy meetings, to maintain strict 10’ social distance. 
 

10. No spitting or use of seeds. 
 

11. Pitchers must not go to their mouth while on the mound. 
 

12. No exchange of lineup cards, pre-game plate conference to be kept brief, while 
observing social distancing.  
 

13. No hand shaking after the game. 


